
BE NON-PROFIT
BOARD EVALUATION & PERFORMANCE 
PROGRAMME OVERVIEW

• Initial focus of external board reviews centred
on process, compliance and general corporate governance

• Progressive organisations soon recognised that the critical
value of external reviews was in helping the board improve
its effectiveness and performance as a team

• Board evaluation should not be a mere function of
compliance with corporate governance practice ; instead it
should be a stimulating process for the board to
acknowledge and reflect on its current framework, its strong
and weak points, and on opportunities to improve its
functioning and performance

• Boards are no different to any other team in that they will
only effectively address any limits or weaknesses when they
acknowledge what they are

• Strong buy-in from the chairman and board members critical
to process

INITIAL LEARNINGS FROM EXTERNAL BOARD EVALUATIONS INDEPENDENT BOARD EVALUATION & PERFORMANCE 

Board Excellence has developed a comprehensive independent 
board evaluation & performance programme for  non-profits in 
Ireland & the UK based on best practices across Europe and North 
America highlighted in Figure 1. This board evaluation and 
performance programme working closely in collaboration with the 
board members establishes a strong foundation to assess the 
current strengths & weaknesses of the board and driving a 
measurable plan of sustained improvement. 

Board Excellence’s core approach is based on a passionate belief 
that a strong commitment by the board to continually improving 
its effectiveness & performance represents the cornerstone of the 
ability of the board to deliver significant value to the 
organisation's shareholders and stakeholders.
 
An independent evaluation, strongly embraced by the board, 
represents a genuine best-practice for a board in understanding 
its current strengths & weaknesses and lays the foundation for 
sustainable long-term improvement in the effectiveness & 
performance of the board.

Over recent years in accordance with international best practice in corporate governance, 
non-profits are now conducting annual board performance evaluations. This process 
consists of an external evaluation every three years followed by internal evaluations held 
annually. Board evaluation is increasingly acknowledged as a vital process for improving 
board performance and dynamics whatever the size, status or type of organisation. If 
thoroughly conducted and embraced by a board, an independent external board evaluation 
has the potential to significantly enhance board effectiveness, maximise strengths, 
identify and tackle weaknesses.

The Irish non-profit governance code now recommends an annual review of the board and 
individual director performance. The UK non-profit governance code updated its guidance 
in July 2017 to "The board reviews its own performance and that of individual trustees, 
including the chair. This happens every year, with an external evaluation every three years. 
Such evaluation typically considers the board’s balance of skills, experience and 
knowledge, its diversity in the widest sense, how the board works together and other 
factors relevant to its effectiveness."



BEI BOARD EVALUATION & PERFORMANCE
PROGRAMME OVERVIEW

• Board Information Management, Process & Procedures
• Board meeting dynamics & effectiveness
• Quality of board supervision & decision-making
• Strategy
• Board composition, diversity, renewal & induction 

• Relationship with Executive Management
• Performance of individual directors & committees
• Oversight of financial reporting & internal controls
• Risk management
• IT, Cyber-security & GDPR  

PHASES OF BOARD EVALUATION PROGRAMME

PHASE DESCRIPTION

1 – Meeting with Chairman & CEO Agree on overall objectives, scope & schedule of the programme

2 – Presentation to the board
Joint presentation between the chairman & independent board evaluator to 
the board directors

3 – Detailed assessment phase

Review of the last 12 months board papers 

Individual interviews with each board member (in-person, via video or phone)

4 – Initial feedback & Report

5 – Presentation of overall report
Presentation by the board evaluator to the board on report & 
recommendations

6 – Follow-up phase
action plans and annual board evaluation cycle established

SUSTAINABLE MODEL FOR ANNUAL BOARD EVALUATIONS

BOARD PERFORMANCE INDEX

Example of 3-year cycle commencing with external evaluation followed by 
yearly internal evaluations utilising performance evaluation framework and tools

To support both the external board evaluation process and 
follow-on internal annual evaluations, Board Excellence has 
developed a Board Performance index (BPI) consisting of 
weighted scores across the 8 evaluation categories. This 
provides a baseline and framework for follow-on annual 
assessments focusing the ongoing efforts by the board to 
continuously improve and strengthen in key areas.

Summary
An effective high-performance board of directors represents a 
critical cornerstone of a organisations’s success and delivery 
of shareholder value. A high quality independent board 
evaluation, embraced by the board and championed by the 
chairman, has the potential to significantly enhance board 
effectiveness, maximise strengths, identify and tackle 
weaknesses.

ABOUT BOARD EXCELLENCE

Board Excellence is led by Kieran Moynihan, an experienced 
Chairman and leading thinker in the area of board dynamics 
and performance. Kieran has over 18 years experience serving 
on boards as a CEO executive director, non-executive director 
and Chairman. Kieran has written and presented extensively 
on the unique challenges of achieving a high-performance 
board of directors. Kieran is currently the chairman of a 
number of internationally-focused companies across a number 
of industry sectors. Board Excellence supports companies, 
organisations and non-profits in Ireland & the UK.

KEY FOCUS AREAS OF BOARD EVALUATION
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